
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Welcome All! 

 

You’ve taken a huge step into locking down a stable income online by 

purchasing Income Lockdown. I can ensure every one of you that you’ll 

definitely earn money with this eBook, as well as the monthly bonuses you’ll be 

getting, so if one method doesn’t work for you, you can always try the other 
methods you’ll be sent.  

 

Now, the methods that are going to be covered in this eBook are related to 
affiliate marketing as well as outsourcing services like homework and SEO. 
There are tons of eBooks relating to affiliate marketing, however, this eBook 
will contain methods which aren’t your regular affiliate methods as well as 
other methods and I’m certain every single method in this eBook will earn you 

money if you put the effort in. Whatever you put into these methods is what 
you’ll get out of it. Furthermore, as promised, if you don’t earn anything within 

60 days and show substantial proof that you did in fact try your hardest to earn 
with this method, you’ll be given a full refund and if you purchased the 

premium package, I’ll also pay you $10 more than what you paid for the eBook. 

 

It’s no secret that affiliate marketing is probably one of the most profitable 

methods in the online money making industry, you can earn money without 
having to do much work, and that’s exactly what you’re results will be if you 

think outside of the box. 

 

Outsourcing services is also a great money maker as you don’t have to do much 

work and you can make a lot of money, especially if you find the right clients. 
There will be two methods on this method of making money as well as two on 
affiliate marketing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



WarriorPlus is probably one of the best affiliate systems there are when it 
comes to eBooks. WarriorPlus is associated with Warrior Forum, the biggest 
internet marketing forum, and the best place to sell eBooks if you know how to 
market your products to a high level. You won’t be selling anything on Warrior 

Forum, nor will you be selling eBooks, however, you’re going to need to sign 
up to Warrior Forum in order to be able to sign up to the WarriorPlus affiliates 
system. In order to sign up to Warrior Forum, use the link below. 

http://www.warriorforum.com/register.php 

Once you have signed up, you can then sign up to WarriorPlus using the link 
below. 

http://www.warriorplus.com/user/new 

Once you have signed up to both Warrior Forum and WarriorPlus, you can get 
started with the method. When you are on WarriorPlus, find “Affiliates” on the 

navigation bar at the top, then navigate to “Offers”. 

Once you have clicked on offers, you’re going to be greeted with a long list of 

products that you can request an affiliate link for. The list will include how 
many copies have been sold roughly, the conversion rate of the landing page, 
the launch date, the average price, the sales funnel and the refund rate. All these 
factors are important when it comes to choosing the programs that you’d like to 

sell.  
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You’re not restricted to having affiliate links for x amount of items, so you have 

the freedom to choose as many as you like. Trial and test each software you 
have been approved to get an affiliate link for, keeping the ones that earn you 
money and ridding and replacing those which make you no money. 

You need to be weary when choosing your product if you already know which 
site you’ll be promoting your affiliate links at. You need to study the market at 
the site you choose, see what product lines the site is missing and trying finding 
it on WarriorPlus. I’ll talk about where and how you can gain sales from the 

affiliate links later on in the eBook. 

When you’ve decide on which product(s) you want to request an affiliate link 
for, click the blue button reading “request” on the offers list page and you’ll be 

greeted with a box as seen below. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see, the request message box comes up with the payment email 
you’d like to use as well as anything you’d like to say to the product owner in 

order to get that all important approval. Follow the template below to put into 
the request notes, but DO NOT copy it word for word, change it with the bits 
I’ve missed and improve on it and add any past experience, the more you add, 

the higher your chance of being approved as an affiliate.  

The product owner can reply as quickly as a few minutes or as slow as a few 
days, it all depends on how many requests they may possibly be getting and 
how often they check their emails and the WarriorPlus panel. I would suggest 
requesting to be an affiliate seller for a few products at the same time, as you 
will most likely find a product owner who will reply quickly.  

I’ll be assisting you further in terms of finding the right product you’d like to 

sell to ensure you earn money via email and live support. 

HELLO, 

I WOULD LOVE TO BECOME AN AFFILIATE FOR (PRODUCT NAME) 

BECAUSE I’VE SEEN THE FANTASTIC REVIEWS IT HAS BEEN GETTING AND 

FEEL IT IS GENUINE PRODUCT. I’LL BE PROMOTING THIS PRODUCT AT 

(WHERE YOU’RE GOING TO PROMOTE PRODUCT) AND I CAN 

GUARANTEE THAT I’LL BE GETTING YOU A LOT OF SALES. (ADD PAST 

EXPERIENCE IF YOU HAVE ANY OR ANYTHING RELATED). 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND I HOPE TO HEAR FROM YOU SOON. 

REGARDS, 

(NAME) 

 



There are hundreds of different affiliate programs you can join that are similar 
to WarriorPlus Affiliate. However, I’ve found a very uncommon type of 
affiliate system which isn’t you everyday affiliate site. Everyone knows about 

Clickbank and thousands of eBooks and software they have for affiliates to sell, 
but most of the time, the products are terrible and Clickbank is over used, so 
there is no reason for me to even discuss it.  

GameFanShop is a site that sells Steam and Origin games cheaper than what 
you’d find on the Steam and Origin sites themselves. They also other things 

such as Xbox live codes, World of Warcraft membership cards and more. All of 
these items they sell are delivered electronically. This method involves signing 
up to GameFanShop as an Affiliate and obviously getting sales through your 
links by signing up to gaming forums and adding a link to your signature or 
making use of YouTube. The good thing about GameFanShop is they offer you 
10% from all the sales you make. 

To start off, you’re going to want to start off by signing up to the affiliate 
program for GameFanShop which you can do by visiting this link: 
http://goo.gl/sggJAD You don’t even need to input a site or game channel, you 

can un tick the box and just fill in the information and you’ll be ready to go 

pretty quickly.  

What you’re going to want to do next is to sign up to some gaming forums, and 

put the link in your signature and post around. If the forum has a requirement 
for you to have a signature such as x amount of posts, just post anyway as you 
can later do it so your previous posts will have the signature you set. Some 
gaming forums I would personally recommend are sythe.org, and other forums 
you can Google and sign up to.  

If you don’t want to do the above method, there is also the method with 
YouTube. You can create videos of gaming which you can either use from other 
YouTube videos or create your own content. This would be best to do with new 
games such as DayZ Standalone as there are more searches and less 
competition, making your videos easier to rank. You’re going to want to submit 

the video on YouTube, then in the description, have a link which will be to your 
GameFanShop store. Now, in order to rank the video and get traffic to your 
video and potential buyers, you want to get likes, comments and views to your 
video. Instead of buying it, you can use an Addmefast script, allowing you to 
get points on the Addmefast site and then use those points to get likes and 
comments. You can use this free script below to get the likes, comments and 
views: 

http://goo.gl/sggJAD


http://www.blackhatworld.com/blackhat-seo/social-networking-sites/562060-
get-addmefast-allinone-bots-imacros-1000-points-1-hr-never-crashes.html 

The above link also had a video tutorial on how to set up the script if you 
haven’t come across this site already, so anyone new to this can set this up 

within 10 minutes without any technical issues. Again, once you accumulate 
enough points, just spend them on likes and comments and watch your affiliate 
earnings constantly rise.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HELLO, 

WE HAVE NOTICED THAT YOU HAVEN’T DONE ANY SEARCH ENGINE 

OPTIMIZATION ON YOUR WEBSITE, SOMETHING WHICH CAN BRING IN A 

LOT MORE CUSTOMERS THAN YOU CURRENTLY HAVE. WHAT WE CAN 

OFFER YOU IS A SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION WHICH WILL INCLUDE 

THE FOLLOWING: 

-24 TOP WEB 2.0 SUBMISSIONS 

-150 APPROVED ARTICLE SUBMISSIONS 

-15 EDU LINKS 

-120 TOP BOOKMARKS TO MONEY SITES 

-120 HIGH PR PROFILES 

-1 TUMBLR BLOG POST AND WEEBLY POST 

-5000 WIKI LINKS 

-240 BOOKMARKS 

-SOCIAL MEDIA SHARING ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER, FLICKR, REDDIT 

AND MORE 

-ALL LINKS PINGED 

IN EFFECT, WHAT THIS DO IS GET YOU INDEXED ON GOOGLE FOR 

KEYWORDS OF YOUR CHOSING, UP TO 5 KEYWORDS AND GET MORE 

TRAFFIC TO YOUR SITE THROUGH SEARCHES WHICH POTENTIALLY 

MEANS MORE CUSTOMERS. WE CHARGE $XXX PRICE FOR THIS, YOU’LL 

BE ABLE TO TRACK THE RANKING OF THE KEYWORDS AND WE CAN GET 

YOU TO PAGE ONE OF GOOGLE FOR YOUR KEYWORDS AS LONG AS THEY 

AREN’T TOO COMPETITIVE 

http://www.blackhatworld.com/blackhat-seo/social-networking-sites/562060-get-addmefast-allinone-bots-imacros-1000-points-1-hr-never-crashes.html
http://www.blackhatworld.com/blackhat-seo/social-networking-sites/562060-get-addmefast-allinone-bots-imacros-1000-points-1-hr-never-crashes.html


This method involves getting clients to do their homework services and then 
outsourcing the work to those whom can complete the homework you were 
given. You can start this method off by finding clients who need their 
homework done. In order to find your clients, one of your best options would be 
to use Hack Forums.  

In order to find your clients on Hack Forums, what you could do is use the 
search feature and type in something along the lines of “homework”, “need 

homework done”, etc.  

You’ll be greeted with results similar to what you can see below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look for a thread that wasn’t posted to long ago and enquire about whether this 

is still needed to be done by posting on the thread or private messaging them.  

You can also look for clients by looking in the “Buyers Bay” section of the 

forum, where most members post if they need homework done. The link to that 
section is below. 

http://hackforums.net/forumdisplay.php?fid=44 

You can also look in the “Partnerships, Hiring, and Personnel” section, link 

below. 

http://hackforums.net/forumdisplay.php?fid=44


http://hackforums.net/forumdisplay.php?fid=217 

 

Another easy yet effective way to get clients is to use 
http://www.homeworkmarket.com/ it’s a site where people buy and sell 

homework services and is probably the quickest way to get a client. This site is 
actually useful in getting the clients as well as outsourcing. People post their 
homework needs, and you can get that order and then outsource it to someone 
on the site or someone on Hack Forums.  

In order to get clients from this marketplace, what you can do is use the 
Facebook like chat feature which you can find on the bottom right hand part of 
the website. You can then say something like, “available to do homework on 

nearly any subject, please message me if interested”. You can also go to the list 

of online users and mass message each one and ask if they need any homework 
need doing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now, another method to get clients on the same site would be to fill out the 
teacher profile, and then look for those who have posted their homework that 
needs completing. Obviously, you’ll need to sign up to do any of this, so ensure 

you’ve signed up, go to “my account”, then “teacher profile”, and then fill in the 

information. 

 

 

http://hackforums.net/forumdisplay.php?fid=217
http://www.homeworkmarket.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spend some time filling this in, or search for some other teachers profile on the 
same site and edit it to how you like. Just ensure it’s filled out well and if you 

want to get more clients, it’s best to ensure everything is detailed, copying 

information from the internet on someone in fine, just ensure it’s detailed. 

You’ll also want to select a few areas of expertise as you won’t be doing the 

work yourself, you can find the right person to outsource the work to.  

Once you’ve done the above, you can then go to: 
http://www.homeworkmarket.com/homework-help and browse through the 
subject areas and look for homework answers which haven’t been done. Let’s 

say for example I go: http://www.homeworkmarket.com/homework-help and 
then I click on Biology homework help and browse through the homework’s 

posted, you can find the ones unanswered as it will say, “not answered”, you 
can see this below. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.homeworkmarket.com/homework-help
http://www.homeworkmarket.com/homework-help


As you can also see from the image above, t shows you how much the person is 
willing to pay you for the work, so if you outsource this, you obviously need to 
ensure you pay less to whomever you outsource to in order to make a profit.  

You will also see on a homework post page that you can “shake hands” on a 

deal. This is where you agree you will do homework, you agree the day it will 
be delivered and you can also ask for a down payment, so you get some of the 
money upfront. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now, before you handshake with someone, you need to find someone you 
outsource the work to. You can outsource the work to a teacher on the same site 
and ensure they do it for cheaper. You’ll want to use teachers whom have a 

proven track record, you can find those teachers on the right hand side of the 
site near the bottom.  



You can also use someone on Hack Forums or any other site. If you want to use 
someone on Hack Forums, use the search feature again and search for 
“Homework”, or “Homework services”. Show the person you’re going to 

outsource to the question, how much they charge and how long it’ll take. Once 

you get this information, you can handshake with the original person who 
needed the homework done and enjoy the profits! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This method is probably one of the most profitable methods in Income 
Lockdown. SEO services are needed by everyone, site owners who don’t know 

anything about SEO but need the services are an untapped goldmine. For those 
of you whom aren’t aware, SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization. 

This method is basically getting SEO clients, and then using other peoples SEO 
services in order to serve the SEO clients you get. In order to start the method, 
it’s best to find the clients as I already have some great SEO services you can 
use which will ensure your SEO clients are extremely satisfied with the results 
they get from the services you’re going to offer. There is no point in offering 

big companies SEO services, they will either not reply or just say they aren’t 

interested. What you want to do is find the websites of local shops near you and 
then email them or ask them in store about the SEO services you offer. Most 
local shop sites don’t have any SEO done, so you offering this to them and 
offering them the chance to be on the first page of Google locally for the 
keyword relating to their shop will be an extremely exciting prospect to them as 
they’ll know it will bring them increased business. Follow the script on the next 
page for either email or talking to shop owners directly. 

The price of the service you’ll use is $140 but there is usually a discount. 

Follow the script on the next page but add some things in there yourself as it’s 

only a template. You should charge clients around $300-$450 for this and 
sometimes you’ll land yourself a monthly contract, so you’ll repeatedly be paid 

$300+ to maintain the SEO work which you can keep outsourcing. This is 
where you’ll be buying the SEO service from, it’s extremely good and it DOES 
rank your website very, very well. 

http://www.blackhatworld.com/blackhat-seo/seo-link-building/504092-
sherlock-hacks-google-part-ii-26-link-building-episodes-free-bad-links-
removal.html 

Remember, in order to find clients, find the sites of local shops and give them 
and email or go into their shop and talk to them about the services you offer. All 
the information about the service is on the thread link above.  

You can also use forums like Digital Point, Warrior Forum and of course Hack 
Forums to get clients too. You can even use www.freelancer.com as there are a 
lot of people whom need SEO services there, for example: 

http://www.freelancer.com/projects/Internet-Marketing-Marketing/Need-SEO-
done-website-need.html?t=a&utm_expid=294858-
84.oy8UyaayTBq7hFQCfpesQQ.1 

http://www.blackhatworld.com/blackhat-seo/seo-link-building/504092-sherlock-hacks-google-part-ii-26-link-building-episodes-free-bad-links-removal.html
http://www.blackhatworld.com/blackhat-seo/seo-link-building/504092-sherlock-hacks-google-part-ii-26-link-building-episodes-free-bad-links-removal.html
http://www.blackhatworld.com/blackhat-seo/seo-link-building/504092-sherlock-hacks-google-part-ii-26-link-building-episodes-free-bad-links-removal.html
http://www.freelancer.com/
http://www.freelancer.com/projects/Internet-Marketing-Marketing/Need-SEO-done-website-need.html?t=a&utm_expid=294858-84.oy8UyaayTBq7hFQCfpesQQ.1
http://www.freelancer.com/projects/Internet-Marketing-Marketing/Need-SEO-done-website-need.html?t=a&utm_expid=294858-84.oy8UyaayTBq7hFQCfpesQQ.1
http://www.freelancer.com/projects/Internet-Marketing-Marketing/Need-SEO-done-website-need.html?t=a&utm_expid=294858-84.oy8UyaayTBq7hFQCfpesQQ.1


The person below got someone for $359 to do this work for him. If you were to 
have gotten this job and used the service at a 25% discount, you’d be looking at 
least a $200 profit margin for doing very little work. 

 

HELLO, 

WE HAVE NOTICED THAT YOU HAVEN’T DONE ANY SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION ON YOUR WEBSITE, 

SOMETHING WHICH CAN BRING IN A LOT MORE CUSTOMERS THAN YOU CURRENTLY HAVE. WHAT WE CAN 

OFFER YOU IS A SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION WHICH WILL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 

-24 TOP WEB 2.0 SUBMISSIONS 

-150 APPROVED ARTICLE SUBMISSIONS 

-15 EDU LINKS 

-120 TOP BOOKMARKS TO MONEY SITES 

-120 HIGH PR PROFILES 

-1 TUMBLR BLOG POST AND WEEBLY POST 

-5000 WIKI LINKS 

-240 BOOKMARKS 

-SOCIAL MEDIA SHARING ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER, FLICKR, REDDIT AND MORE 

-ALL LINKS PINGED 

IN EFFECT, WHAT THIS DO IS GET YOU INDEXED ON GOOGLE FOR KEYWORDS OF YOUR CHOOSING, UP TO 5 

KEYWORDS AND GET MORE TRAFFIC TO YOUR SITE THROUGH SEARCHES WHICH POTENTIALLY MEANS 

MORE CUSTOMERS. WE CHARGE $XXX PRICE FOR THIS, YOU’LL BE ABLE TO TRACK THE RANKING OF THE 

KEYWORDS AND WE CAN GET YOU TO PAGE ONE OF GOOGLE FOR YOUR KEYWORDS AS LONG AS THEY 

AREN’T TOO COMPETITIVE. THE ESTIMATED DELIVERY TIME FOR THE REPORT WOULD BE 14 DAYS AND 

YOU’LL SEE RESULTS IN AROUND A MONTH AFTER YOU RECEIVE THE REPORT AS THE LINKS NEED TO BE 

INDEXED. 

THANKS FOR YOUR TIME, 

(YOUR NAME) 



Thank you again for purchasing this eBook and I hope you found the methods 
in here useful and hope you put them into practise, as I’m certain you’ll earn 

with this eBook. 

Please note, you cannot leak this eBook anywhere, doing so will result in a 
copyright claim. You cannot edit this information in any way, nor can you resell 
this material.  

If you need any support with this eBook, you can email me at 
support@incomelockdown.com or use live chat on my site, 
www.incomelockdown.com/support 

For those of you whom purchased the gold package, you will definitely get an 
awesome money making method monthly emailed to you. To take advantage of 
this offer, you’ll need to send me your transaction ID and email you’d like the 

method sent to. 

Thanks again for the purchase. 

 

Here’s to your success! 

 

Isidar 
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